New Testament 2
Matthew’s Incarnation
Lecture 8
Matthew 1:18-1:25
Introduction
•	These verses are closely linked to the previous 17 of Matthew’s Gospel.  The first 17 verses seem to answer the question, “Who is Jesus of________________” and these verses appear to answer the question, “From where did He come?”
Matthew’s Purpose Remembered
•	Matthew writes with his own theological purpose which may be seen from the very first.  He begins with the genealogy to establish the point that Jesus is the__________________, descended from King David.  His genealogy differs when it arrives at Joseph. Matthew does not continue to say that ___________________begat … but that he was the husband of Mary.
Matthew’s Attention
•	Is drawn on Joseph.  It was to Joseph that the angel of the ______________appeared and spoke. He had the problem with Mary’s pregnancy, but who obediently married her. Joseph named the child, took Mary and the child to flee to_________________.  Mary remains silent throughout Matthew’s account.  
Historical Details
•	Are relatively few in Matthew’s_______________.  He simply says that Mary gave birth to a child, while Luke tells us that a census was ordered by Rome so that Mary and Joseph must travel to_____________________.
Geographical Differences
•	Exist between Luke and Matthew.  Matthew implies that Joseph and Mary came from Judea and that they settled in ____________________-after the death of Herod, fearing his successor Archelaus, the new ruler of______________.  Luke shows that they began in Nazareth and after the exile to Egypt, they returned to Galilee.
Different People
•	Figure in each narrative.  Matthew alone mentions the magoi, Archelaus and the direct intervention of Herod and the chief _________________and_________________.  Luke is unique in the presentation of Gabriel, Zechariah, Elizabeth and the unborn John, the shepherds, the aged Simon and the prophetess Anna.
Both Matthew and Luke Agree
•	That Joseph was descended from King David, that he belonged to the ____________________line from which the Messiah would come.
•	That Joseph was not the _____________________father of the child: Matthew stating Joseph was not the child’s father, but Mary’s husband and it was from her that the Messiah came (Mt 1:16).  
Both Matthew and Luke Agree
•	That Jesus’ conception was due, not to___________________, but to the Holy Spirit of God and that the pregnancy occurred during the betrothal period before the marriage.  Matthew states and Luke implies that Joseph married Mary before the birth of Jesus.  
•	Both agree that __________________________was the place of the birth.
Matthew’s Plan in 1:18-2:23
•	Matthew uses five Old Testament texts which he finds fulfilled in the time of Jesus’ infancy:
•	Matthew will show “_________________” and “_________________” Jesus was born.
•	Chapter 1 reveals Jesus as the Christ, the Son of David and Immanuel
•	Chapter 2 shows the significance of Jesus in Bethlehem, Egypt and Nazareth. 
Some of these Old Testament
•	Texts are to be understood as literal ___________________while others may be considered as typological fulfillments. “Typology is the recognition of a correspondence between New and Old Testament events, based on a conviction of the unchanging character of the principles of God’s working and a consequent understanding and description of the New Testament event in terms of the Old Testament model.” 
A Typological Example:
•	Matthew uses Hosea 11:1. This was not originally a prophetic scripture, but was a past tense reference to God having called Israel out of Egypt. Early Christians saw a ________________between this and Jesus’ fleeing to Egypt.  For them, redemptive history often repeated itself, and often in grandeur scales.  This shows that the same God is at work in both instances.

Matthew 1:18-25: The Conception of Jesus
•	Betrothal was a binding______________________, but the marriage was not consummated until after the wedding, often a year or more later.  Often young Jewish girls in their early teens were married to Jewish men several years older than they.  Mary and Joseph may have fit this pattern. 
1:18 
•	Matthew is very careful to show the reader the way that Jesus came into this world.  That is why Matthew uses “as follows (outws)”.  He is stressing Jesus’ birth is different from those in the first 17 verses.  The actual _________________of the birth commences with the time of discovery of the pregnancy of Mary: after the betrothal and before the marriage.
The Jewish Laws of Marriage
•	Looked at a betrothed couple as married and they could not break their engagement without a bill of divorce.  Yet an engaged couple had no relationship rights.  The Mishnah Kethub 1.2 says: “a betrothed girl was a widow if her fiance died and this whether the man had “_____________________” her into his house or not. After betrothal, therefore, but before the marriage, the man was legally “husband”…
Joseph, being a just man
•	Would hardly have been engaged to a woman of loose morals.  His piety demanded a pure wife to be.  This adds dimension when one sees the struggle he has over finding Mary’s condition.  They were betrothed, but not married. If they had been, then Joseph would have been recognized as Jesus’ father.  Matthew guards against this by saying Mary was found pregnant before the marriage.
Mary’s conception
•	Was not by mere men. Matthew makes that clear by his use of a _____________________preposition (ek). This is a causal preposition.  To assert any other position is to discount Matthew’s version as unreliable and untrue.  
1:20-21
•	Joseph was turning what he should do over in his mind when an angel appeared to him.  The name and work of this one to be born is very significant. The angel first tells Joseph that His name shall be Jesus. This name in Hebrew means “Jehovah is Savior”. This name is not unusual: ______________________is the Hebrew and many boys were called by this name.
Jesus’ name Is Different:
•	The connective (for) indicates why. “He will save His people from their_________________.” The pronoun “He” (autos) is very important and emphatic meaning: “He and He alone shall save…”  The Jewish character of Matthew’s gospel is seen again in that salvation is to come to the Jews through their Messiah.  
The Circumstances of Mary’s pregnancy
•	 have verified the miraculous birth of Jesus. Now the message of the angel confirms it with the additional information that He shall perform the work of a redeemer.  
1:22-25: The fulfillment of Prophecy
•	Matthew relates these events to the famous ____________________of Isaiah.  Matthew uses a common formula (what was spoken … fulfilled).  It points to the fulfillment of the OT scriptures. Divine sovereignty was working out the details on behalf of the Messiah for the purpose of fulfilling the ______________prophecy.  This is the first instance of fulfilled prophecy in Matthew at 1:22.
Isaiah 7:14
•	Is taken from the LXX and has cause a great amount of discussion.  The first problem involves the meaning of “virgin” or parthenos.  Generally this noun refers to a virgin.  Matthew uses it in such a manner: Between verses 18 and 20, the birth is affirmed to be a supernatural one.  Verse 25 says that Joseph was not to know Mary till she gave birth to Jesus.  
What Did it Mean in the OT?
•	The word in question arises from the text of _________________7:14. It is commonly argued that the Hebrew word meant a young woman of marriage age.  Yet, it is pointed out that in every place in the OT it pointed to a virgin.  Why should it change here?  There is another question about what it meant in Isaiah’s day.  A young virgin would give birth to a son after marriage.  
The Person of the King
•	Is clearly seen in Matthew’s work.  Matthew stresses the ____________________of Jesus as the King in Chapter 1.  The second emphasis rests on the divine character or Messiah’s person as seen in His miraculous conception by the Holy Spirit in the virgin Mary.  Both natures of the theanthropic person are vitally important to Matthew’s argument. 

The First Chapter
•	Explicitly sets forth the person of the_____________________. He is both Son of David and Son of Abraham, and also the Son of God, Immanuel, God with us.  The credentials which Matthew presents are three—the genealogy, the virgin birth, and the fulfillment of prophecy.
John A. Broadus, American Commentary, 14
•	Said, “The Incarnation, as to its nature, is of necessity unfathomably mysterious; but as a_____________, it is unspeakably glorious, and, with the Atonement and Intercession, it furnishes a divinely simple and beautiful solution of the otherwise insoluble problem of human_____________________.
Matthew 2:1-23: the Childhood of the King
•	Matthew, in chapter 2, traces the childhood of Jesus from ______________________(2:1-2:12) to Egypt (2:13-2:18) to Nazareth (2:19-23).  The purpose of this narrative is not to describe Jesus, but to show the reception given to the Messiah by the world.  The Jews are antipathetic and the Gentiles worship Him.  
Chapter Two
•	Is an ideal illustration of Matthew’s style of______________________.  This is important for his argument.  He mentions a subject without making an outright declaration that subject.  Rather he mentions an implication and then builds on it, showing how the original implication is brought to its conclusion.  In chapter two Matthew indicates the existence of apathy on the part of Israel. Later he shows how Jewish opposition to the Messiah increases the intensity, culminating finally in the death of the King.
A Secondary Purpose of Chapter 2
•	Is to show the fulfillment of the OT scriptures in the Lord Jesus.  This is evidenced by the number of allusions to the OT ____________________and ___________________(2:5-6, 15, 17-18, 23).
The Events in Chapter 2
•	Give evidence that a considerable amount of time has transpired since Chapter 1.  Verse 1 says, “Now after Jesus was born in _______________________…” The text does not state how long it was, but other information aids in determining this for us.
The use of “child” in the Greek
•	To refer to Jesus is “paidon” and not “Brephos, Lk 2:12,16) which means “_________________”.  The child is now also residing in a house and not in the manger described by Luke.  
Herod’s Command
•	To kill all the small children around Bethlehem who were under two years old and be slaughtered adds a note of time passing between the _______________and the ________________of the magi.
The Poor Persons’s Sacrifice
•	At the presentation of Christ in the Temple would hardly have been appropriate if the _______________had been delivered prior to the eighth day of purification (Lev 12:6-8 & Lk 2:24).  These gifts were surely brought to Mary and Joseph after those days of_____________________.  
Finally, the intention of Mary and Joseph
•	To return to Judea after Egypt (v. 22) indicates that they had taken up residence there (in Bethlehem). Jesus must have been about a year old or so when the -_______________came to worship Him.
The Response of the Magi (2:1-2, 7-12)
–	This is the most outstanding event in the stay at Bethlehem. 2:1 has “now” and this marks a change in subject.  The only description of them is they are from the east (apo avatolon).  There are two options to who they were: fraudulent sorcerers or honorable astrologers. Most believe the second choice.  They may have become familiar with the Jewish scriptures in_________________. This would allow them to watch for “the sign” in the skies.
How Did They Know?
•	Read Numbers 24:17. What does it say? The statement “a scepter shall rise out of_______________” was translated by the LXX to read, “A man shall rise out of Israel”  This prophecy was so well known that even the Roman historian Tacitus records it in his _____________________5:13.
Why did the Magi come?
•	To worship the Christ child.  This verb worship (proskuneo) is a favorite of Matthew and occurs 13 times.  It may refer to homage men pay to other men or to God. Yet, it is generally used to refer homage men make to God. This implies they were aware of the ________________implications of the birth.
When they leave Herod’s Palace
•	The star again directs them to the house where Jesus was. So, the prophecy of Micah 5:2 leads them to Bethlehem, but the star to the house. The star verified they were on the right path.  They did not find the new _____________ in Jerusalem. The current ruler of Israel was a usurper and even the people of Israel were disinterested in this _______________as even the religious people were too disinterested to check out this news of the birth.
The Magi Worship (v.2)
•	This was their purpose in coming and we must note the primacy of Jesus in this passage.  All centers on Him.  Mary is seen only as an associate with Him as His mother.  Many see the bringing of ______________and _______________as a fulfillment of Isa 60:6. It is probably a better preview of it than fulfillment of prophecy.  
The Magi are to depart
•	From another direction and back to Herod. The word “_______________” is significant in Matthew who uses it more than the other gospel writers.  It is anachorea and carries the implication of danger.  It means “to take refuge from some peril and here the peril of __________________ anger and wrath.”
The First to Worship Jesus
•	In Matthew’s gospel are Gentiles.  This is an implication to Jesus’ last command in MT 28.  The antagonism of ________________seems to be a preview of Israel’s response to its King.
The Response of Israel (2:4-8)
•	They responded with apathy.  They were more concerned with Herod’s response than about the birth.  Augustus is quoted as saying “I’d rather be ____________ ____________(hus) that his son (hious).  The religious leaders failed to see the importance of the Magi’s question. This is the first mention of the priests in the Gospel of Matthew.       
“In Bethlehem of Judea”
•	Is very significant.  The name “Bethelehem signified the sovereignty of Christ; for Bethelehem, rich in tradition, was the wellspring of a royal stream…” It was at Bethlehem that David was born and anointed King. The term “of Judah” was not to show a difference between _____________________of Galilee, but to show that the King was born from the tribe of________________. 
2:6 “who will shepherd”
•	Is important.  The pronoun “who” is ostis in Greek and can mean, “such a one as, of such a nature as”.  Thus the character and work of the Messiah is described by these ______________________leaders as they refer to the OT 2 Samuel 5:2.  This would be a marked contrast between the Messiah’s rule and that of Herod.
The Conclusion of The Magi
•	Is seen in that the Gentile Magi worship the Messiah of the Jews and the Jews don’t bother to recognize Him at all.  Israel is blind to the fulfillment of the_____________________.  They are cold and indifferent.
The Response of Herod (2:16-19)
•	Herod was quite upset by the Magi’s question concerning the location of the _____________ ___ ______________. They asked it in such a way that it made Herod’s Kingdom seem insignificant.  This is seen in the phrase “who has been born king” (o textheis basileus) in verse 2.  This is against the context of Herod the Great, who was not born “king”.  He was of Idumea and was therefore, a usuper to the throne.
1 Maccabees 14:41
•	May have bothered Herod too. He was aware of the conferral of power to the Hasmoneans during the Intertestamental period was conditional of that power being returned to the line of David when the Messiah came to rule. Herod had wrestled the kingdom from the ______________________and may have been concerned about the Jewish reaction to “one who was born king of the Jews.”
Herod’s Craftiness is seen
•	In his request for the magi to return to him (v.7) and related the location of this “___________ _____ ___________”.  When Matthew tells of Herod again, it is when he has been eluded by the Magi and he is on stage with a rage and wrath in his mind.  He now commands all boys two and under to be killed in Bethlehem. This is done in the desperate fear of the Messiah.  
The Three Reactions:
•	The Jews are apathetic to His birth. The _______________worship at His birth and Herod is concerned only for his throne.  
In Egypt (2:13-2:18)
The Fulfillment of Prophecy
•	One of Matthew’s characteristic style of writing is his use of OT prophecy for ______________purposes.
Matthew’s 2nd Reference to Prophecy Fulfilled (2:15)
•	Joseph is supernaturally warned in a ________________to take Jesus and flee to Egypt. Joseph does so until Herod the Great dies.  This is a reference to Hosea 11:1.  Hosea speaks of God calling His son, Israel, out of ________________in Egypt.  
Matthew’s References to “fulfilled:
•	He uses three phrases to point to the fulfillment of a statement in the OT prophets—
•	Ina plerothe (1:22) that it ___________be fulfilled’;
•	Otws plerothe (2:23) so that it _________fulfilled; 
•	Tote eplerothe (2:17) then was fulfilled.
What is the Meaning of “Fulfilled” here?
•	When it is used with prophecies, it means “_________________to______________________”. If a prophet looks into the future, as Micah did in 5:2, the prophecy is completely established by the event coming to pass, as in the birth of Jesus in Bethlehem.  
•	When the prophet looks at an event in the past, the record of that even is often looked upon as being confirmed or fulfilled by another event much like it coming to pass at another time. See James 2:23. 
So, Hosea 11:1
•	Is a reference to what happened to Israel at the Exodus, will be seen the life that His Son will give to those who believe in Him.  The flight into Egypt(v14) is looked at as a purposeful fulfillment of Hosea 11:1, the word “________________” (ina) in verse 15 indicates purpose and not result.
Matthew 2:17-18
•	Is a third reference to prophecy.  This is in reference to the death of the children of Bethlehem. Matthew sees this as a fulfillment of Jeremiah 31:15.  So, __________________, buried in the family tomb, near Bethlehem is weeping for her children as a mother sympathetic for all her children’s misfortunes.  Matthew is very careful to avoid making God responsible for the slaughter of the children.
3. In Nazareth (2:19-23)
•	Here is the fourth fulfillment of prophecy in the recall of Joseph to Israel. Notice that the call is to the land Israel, not Judea or Canaan or Galilee.  This is the only occurrence of “___________ ___ ____________” in the NT. Here it is used to designate all the promises and blessings bestowed by God on Jacob and his descendents.  
Matthew’s Understanding of prophecy here
•	Is seen in Jesus’ dwelling in Nazareth.  This is a problem for the NT student.  There is no OT prophet that called for the Messiah to be called a “____________________”.  Explanations are numerous.  One plausible one is that the OT prophecies of reproach as PS 22:6-9 and Isaiah 53 are being summed up in the title “Nazarene”.  To be called a Nazarene is a term of derision and despise.  So, Matthew uses these prophecies to show that Jesus would be despised and people would have contempt for Him.
Generally, Matthew’s Three Points in Chapter 2:
•	1. Gentiles in the representatives of the Magi worship the Messiah. This is a glance at the fulfillment of God’s promise to ________________that the nations would be blessed in him and his Seed.
•	2. Jews are rather unconcerned and indifferent to His arrival in the world.  
•	3. By using the OT Matthew proves that Jesus is the fulfillment of the OT and is the promised Messiah. These three things form the basis of Matthew’s Gospel.
Chapter One of Matthew
•	Shows the Godly origin of the human Jesus
Chapter Two of Matthew
•	Shows the rejection of the Messiah by the Jews and the acceptance of these claims by the _______________
Chapter Three of Matthew
•	Will show the beginning of the historical account of the presentation of Israel’s King to that________________.

 

